The above one day seminar was organized by ISLE Calcutta State Centre jointly with Kalyani Government Engineering College, Kalyani on 15th March 2017.

The seminar was inaugurated by the Principal, Prof.(Dr). P.K. Chakraborty, Kalyani Government Engineering College. In his welcome address he emphasized the need of such programmer in the institution to provide technical knowledge on the evolution of the modern trend in the field of Illumination engineering and Energy management practices being undertaken for energy conservation. He also requested ISLE, CSC to organize such programme in future.

Prof. (Dr) P K Das (HOD), expressed his sincere thanks to ISLE, for conducting such programme in their institution for extending practical knowledge among the students.

Mr. Kamal Sethia, Chairman, ISLE CSC, welcomed the august gathering and thanked the institution for conducting such programme. He briefly narrated the role of ISLE for imparting knowledge in the modern trend of Illumination and Electrical engineering. He requested all the students and faculty members for becoming members of ISLE and avail the wide opportunity to interact with the various professionals in this field for their future prospects.

Mr. H. Mukherjee elucidated the future programme of ISLE and requested the students and the faculty members to take active part.

The seminar was participated by more than 100 students including faculty members, members of ISLE CSC, Viz, Mr. Kamal Sethia, Mr. H. Mukherjee, Prof. Biswanath Roy Mr. Tapan Ghosal, Prof. Astam Sahu, Dr. S. M. Ali, Mr. Bipin Dattani and Mr. Joy Chakraborty.

Prof. Biswanath Roy, delivered his excellent power point presentation on "LED-Light light generation and extraction" which was highly appreciated by the audience.

Mr. Tapan Ghosal delivered his presentation of Energy Management and energy audit.

Mr. Joy Chakraborty presented his paper on the Solar P V Cell and Energy for future.

Dr. S.M. Ali presented his paper on Challenges of Energy for sustainable development.

All the papers were highly informative and well accepted by the participants.

The seminar concluded by vote of thanks by a student.